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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Dorothy Louise Stewart Baker was born in November 1897 in Indianapolis, Indiana, to William Robert Stewart and Della Marie Reed. She attended Butler College in Indiana, where she met her husband Charles Maxwell (Max) Baker. They married on 12 October 1920, and had two sons named Maxwell Reed Baker (b. 9 July 1921) and David Stewart Baker (b. 16 March 1926). Dorothy moved to Phoenix, Arizona towards the end of her life.

Sources:
Ancestry.com
Materials in collection
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection consists of a typed memoir written in 1977 by Louise Stewart Baker titled "A Record for Our Grandchildren and for Amy on Her First Birthday." The memoir focuses on Louise's life and describes some of her favorite memories, her experiences living in Indianapolis and her education, and descriptions of her family. The memoir starts with descriptions of her grandparents starting in 1865 and ends with descriptions of her children and grandchildren in 1977. She also includes a list of the different cities she lived in during her life.
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